Rubber engineering products - Testing, Inspections, Service life

Technical rubber products are often made according to customer-specific wishes and designed for special applications.
As a manufacturer, you face many challenges in product design, specific rubber compounds, small series and special
production techniques. Nevertheless, your customer demands high quality products. And then the challenge really
starts ...

You are...
Are you a designer, producer or user of technical rubber products such as bridge supports, fenders, compensators, rubber textile
products or rubber-metal products? That can be at all stages of development and use. Then of course you want the best technical
support.
Or are you a purchaser or end user of technical rubber products and are you looking for confirmation of quality and reliability?
We provide many services in the field of technical rubber products:
Our Rubber department delivers many services in the field of rubber engineering products:
specific testing of bearings or fenders or other products, like compression characterics
testing of physical-mechanical properties of rubber-metal and textile reinforced products
failure analysis
service life prediction for specific applications
independent arbitrations
consultancy with respect to specifications and requirements for specific applications
material selections
inspections and guidance on location
quality control and validation
certification
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For approvals and certification (CE) of elastomeric bridge bearings we will bring you in contact with the Kiwa Department that is
Notified Body for these products.

Independent advice
It is important for you to know that our Kiwa Technology division operates as a separate company, independent of the Kiwa Group's
Certification Divisions.

About Kiwa
Kiwa has specialized business units that focus on specific market segments, in the Netherlands and internationally. We offer
specialist services in areas such as energy and water, fire safety and security, infrastructure, roof and facade advice, sports facilities
and training. You can contact these business units for testing, inspection, certification, training and consultancy tailored to your
market segment.

More information
Please feel free to contact our Rubber Team consultants,
tel +31 70 4144555 or rubber@kiwa.nl
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